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Information Sheet 
The Pitch la: 
The children have already learned about the pitches so and mi. The next note is la. The note la 
(also called “A”) is written on the space between the second and the third line of the staff. 
On the information sheet the children can see which key on the piano creates the pitch la. 
It is important to make the pitch audible when learning about it. On teacher information sheet 
wm10ti_so,mi there are several ideas for introducing and practicing pitches. It is also important 
for the students to experience the different pitches in a physical way. 
 
(See teacher information sheet wm10ti page 1 and 2: “Introducing pitches” and wirth method 
handbook 4.4.4). 
 

The Melody on the Staff: 
At the end of the page there is a staff with a short melody containing the notes so, mi, and la. 
It is the beginning of a familiar song that is famous around the world: “Silent Night” by Franz X. 
Gruber. The students will surely have heard this song before. The students can read the notes 
and try to sing them and then figure out what song it is. Alternatively, the teacher can sing the 
notes (without any rhythm) and the children guess which song it is. 
On the information sheet the melody is written without any rhythm. One reason for this is that 
“Silent Night” contains dotted quarter notes, and the children have not learned these yet. It 
also makes the guessing more interesting and fun for the class, as they get to experience the 
notes in a different way. 
Ask the students in which languages they can sing this song. How many languages can the 
class sing all together? 
If the song “Silent Night” is not familiar, the teacher can still use this simple melody with or 
without the original words (Silent night, holy night. – German: Stille Nacht, heilige Nacht.) to 
practice the difference of these three notes. 
 
Also try using the physical positions from the teacher’s information sheet for wm10ti: 
“Introducing pitches.” Each pitch has one physical position: mi is sitting, so is standing, and la is 
standing with arms raised in the air. The students get into the position that corresponds to the 
note sung by the class or pointed to by the teacher.  
 
Variation: 
The teacher sings the melody and suddenly stops. The children point to the note where the 
teacher stopped and sing the note with the sing-syllable. 
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Exercise Sheet wm11a 
Color in the Keys la: 
For this exercise you can see a piano keyboard with all white keys. First have the students fill in 
the black keys with black ink so that it looks like the keyboard on a real piano. 
Then they fill in the keys that show the note la. If possible, use the color: green. 
 

 

Which is Higher? 
As in exercise sheet wm10a, the children should determine which note is higher. Either they 
draw an arrow in the circle that points towards the higher note, or they circle the higher note. 
If one note is as high as the other the children put an equal sign into the circle. 
The teacher should make the notes audible: play or sing the notes that are being compared to 
one another. 
Answers: → ,  = ,   ,  → ,  = 
 

Exercise Sheet wm11b 
Draw the Pitch: 
In this exercise the notation of the pitch is connected to the key on the piano. When the note is 
printed on the staff, the children color the correct key on the piano keyboard.  
 
Again, use the given colors if possible: so = orange, mi = blue, la = green). There are two 
pictures of keyboards where the black keys first have to be colored in black.  
 
When the note is indicated on the keyboard, the children write the correct note onto the staff.  
 
Under or above every staff the children can write so, mi, or la, according to the printed pitch. 
Before writing the sing-syllable the class should also sing the note. 
 
Answers: la, mi, so, la, so, la 
 

 

Exercise Sheet wm11c 
This exercise sheet is specifically designed for young children. 

Connect with la: 
In this exercise there is a fairy that would like to visit all the clouds with the note la on them. 
The children connect the fairy with the note la by drawing a line from the tip of the magic wand 
to the corresponding cloud. Additionally, they can color in the clouds with their respective 
colors: la = green, so = orange, mi = blue. 
 wirth method
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Write the Note: 
In this exercise there are balloons with empty staffs. Each balloon is connected to a keyboard, 
with one grey key on the mi, so, or la. According to the grey key, the children draw the note 
into the staff in the balloon.  
Additionally, the children can color every balloon with its respective color (see above) or draw 
the note in the specific color. 
Also, the children can write the names mi, so, or la on its corresponding balloon. 
 

 

Exercise Sheet wm11d 
Listen: 
In this exercise the children see four short melodies. Each melody is used as a sight-reading 
exercise: 
 
Exercise 1: 

Clapping the rhythm 
Counting the beats of each measure (1, 2, 3, 4) while clapping the rhythm 
Speak the rhythm with the syllables “da-a-a-a, da-a, da” 
Sing the names of the pitches (syllables) without the specific rhythm 
Read the sing-syllables (so, mi, la) in the printed rhythm 
Sing the sing-syllables in the printed rhythm 

 
Exercise 2: 
The teacher sings or plays the melodies in a different order. The children write the order in 
which the melodies are played, writing in the squares beside the staffs. 
The teacher starts with one melody and plays it two or three times. The children write the 
number 1 into the box next to the staff of the melody that the teacher was playing. Then the 
class can sing the melody. 
The teacher plays the next melody two or three times, and the children write the number 2 
next to the corresponding staff.  
 

Example: The teacher plays: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Then the answer on the children’s sheet is:  2, 4 , 3 , 1 wirth method
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The sheet wm11d1 is an extra sheet with only empty staves. After finishing the exercise 
“Listen”, the children should write down the melodies in that correct order, creating one song 
with those four melodies. Make sure the students:  
1. draw a treble clef  
2. write the time signature  
3. write the notes and the bar lines 
 

Listen: 2/4 time 
This exercise is the same as above, only with melodies in 2/4 time (see exercises 1 and 2 
above). 
 

Example: The teacher plays: 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 

Then the answer on the children’s sheet is:  4, 2, 1, 3 
 
On the sheet wm11d1 the children can write the melodies in the correct order, once again 
creating one song with the four melodies. 
 

 

Exercise Sheet wm11d1 
See exercise “Listen” and “Listen: 2/4 time”. 
This sheet should also be used to foster the creativity of the children by asking them to 
compose their own melodies, especially using so, mi, and la. 
Always make sure the students write the correct clef, time signature, and barlines. 
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